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The Original Magazine For Men Who Enjoy Dressing Like Women!

Angels!

Vm floating on air for the moment as a

result of a kind comment. A dear friend and
I were having cocktails at the lovely Rose
Tattoo in West Hollywood this afternoon

and he referred to me, to our party as^ *^the

Betty Page of Female Mimics. ’’

Do any of you remember B.P. ? She was
the quintessential pin-up babe. She had a

perfect and perky figure and an adorable

face. She could transform from a demure
sex-kitten to a black-booted bitch in the

twinkling of an eye. She perfected the art of
posing to a science^ always displaying her

body to its best and most luscious advantage.

To be compared to this fantasy-in-flesh

was a boost to this old ego of mine. I used
her so much for inspiration over the years.

(We all have our role models!) / hope^ too,

that I have passed on some of the highly

styled technique and attitude that Betty

passed on to me.

Love to you all,

K.C.

Kim Christy

BETTYPAGE

Editorial





Summer's here and it's cold inside!

F.M.I. delights in showing you the

stormy side of this balmy gal.



Ifyou wish to write to Kim and possibly have your correspondence published, please address

it to Kim Christy, C/O FEMALE MIMICS INTERNATIONAL, P.O. BOX 1622, Studio

City, CA 91604.

Dear Kim,

I’ve just purchased my second

Mimics Magazine (Annual Number
2) and I loved it. The pictures of

you in “The Stilletto Siren’’ were

beautiful. Boy, do I wish I could

be one-half as passable as you.

I’ve been dressing up since I was

about six years old. When I

married I threw out my wardrobe

and stopped dressing. However, as

you well know the urge to dress

was unbearable and within a year I

was secretly cross-dressing.

About six years ago, I confessed

to my wife that I enjoyed the feel

of nylon and silk (this came as no

shock to her) and then started

wearing my elastic legged panties

and pantyhose under my work

clothes every day. My wife said she

could live with this but she drew

the line when I started wearing a

pink nylon full slip to bed at night.

The only time I get to com-

pletely dress is on business trips, in

my motel room. I usually plan

trips where I can drive since the

drive becomes a pleasure— I drive

to my destination wearing panties,

hose, slip and skirt. Your readers

may be interested in how I do this.

First, I get to work early in the

morning. I have my special clothes

at work, so I put on a nylon half

slip under my clothes (I already

have on my panties and

pantyhose). I place the skirt I want
to wear in my briefcase, the rest in

my suitcase. Then it’s off to a

large mall where I remove my
pants and slip into my skirt and

shoes. The ride then becomes very

enjoyable. I especially enjoy the

glistening sight of the sun against

my nylon clad legs. I remain in the

right lane, do the speed limit, and
make sure to pull my skirt down
(to look like pants) when I have to

pass a high tractor trailer. Before

getting to my motel room, I find a

mall and make the change back to

my other clothes.

Kim, once I’m in my motel



To Kim,

Bought a new wig for a Rita Hayworth “look”. Neat—huh?
Must do something about those transparent panties though!

Love, Mona

room my male clothes are off in a

minute. I spend hours and hours in

putting on different skirts, tops

and lingerie. Although I’m no

expert, I make up my face and do

my nails as well as I can.

Since I’m afraid to appear in

public, I spend all the time in the

motel room enjoying my female

attire.

Kim, I have enclosed some pic-

tures I took on my last trip. It

would give me great pleasure to

have my letter/pictures published

in your wonderful magazine. Keep

up the excellent work!

Love always,

Cindy

Dear Kim,

FMI is superb. The latest issue

featuring your new film with

Carnal Candy—great! Will it be

out as a videocassete soon?

I notice letters in FMI asking

you to come out of retirement and

show your stuff once again. I

second the motion. You have the

greatest legs of anyone—including

real gals—I’ve ever seen.

How about a feature or a film

with you. Candy, and a couple of

chicks balling the night away?

There can’t be too many hetero

TV/TS films to suit my taste.

I love the contrast of hard cock

with soft, feminized flesh, shapely

legs, lacey bras, slips, big tits, all

of the things that say “girl” except

the “girl” is a “she-stud.”

More hard-core TV books,

films, videos, please! Oh, yes,

how’s your pal Chrysis doing these

days? Love to see you two balling

a pair of chicks!

Keep it cummin!

Donna

Dear Donna,

What an uninhibitedly

appreciative letter!

Thanks,

K.C.

Dear Kim:

Hi, just a note to say thanks for

reading this letter.

Your F.M.I. magazine is a labor

of love and caring, a tasteful

presentation of people who only

too often are outcasts of society. I

really love your columns and your

Drag Do’s & Don’ts. Some of my
favorite issues of F.M.I. featured

Margo & Lisa (^18) and Ball of

VIP’s m
Well, you are certainly a

beautiful and talented woman and

if possible please send me an

autographed photo. If your work
is in the greater L.A. area, please

tell me how I could see you in

person.

1 am a W/M, 34, 5’4” and 170

lbs. Well, that’s not quite a
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woman’s figure so I’ve stayed in

the closet most of my life. I have

been a TV since my teens and have

found it to be the best! I am still

looking for the right woman who
can lead me into the more fulfill-

ments of middle-aged womanhood
at least on weekends.

Some of my experiences have

included being an employee of a

B&D Parlor, as a handyman, and

staging, building the “TOYS,”
planning shows in exchange for my
labors. 1 was allowed to exchange

labor hours for sessions in light

B&D and TV. Some of the

working girls actually said they

liked me more in my TV role,

rather than the male that 1 was.

But about 6 months ago, the L.A.

County sheriffs raided the B&D

FMI



Parlor because some of the girls

were “providing services for extra

tips.’’ But, that’s another story!

(Let me know if you wnat me to

write the story for F.M.I.)

Well, I must be getting on with

it. Please feel free to use this in

Q&A (ok to rewrite). Please let me
know where I might be able to get

to see YOU, or where I might meet

someone who shares the same
interest. I am currently not gay,

but I would like to meet a TS and
learn how to share love and caring,

to fulfill both a fantasy, love and
desire of femme powers.

Love always,

M.B.

Dear M. B.

:

What an exciting and varied life

you ’ve had. It sounds as ifyou
could write a book. Because of my
busy publishing and shooting

schedule I rarely have time to meet

and spend time with all the people

who write. But who knows what

fate has planned for us?

Love,

Kim

Dear Kim;

Your magazine is strictly tops!

There is no comparing on any

level, the so-called magazine on the

market today. That is a simple

fact. I wish you continued success

for you are providing a service

through your most informative

magazine.

Please invite any of your readers

interested in forming a serious

TV/TS support group to write to

me with input and suggestions. We
plan to organize into a close-knit

group with the sole aim of pro-

moting the TV/TS movement with

class for we feel that we have been

looked down on and stereo-typed

for too long.

Thank you very much in ad-

vance for your help in putting out

the word so that we may grow and
gain strength together.

Sincerely,

Renee

Acting Chairperson

TV/TS, Ltd.

PS: Anyone interested please write:

Renee Laws
P.O. Box 362

Onalaska, WI 54650

I love

the feeling of
nylons, satin,

corsets,

rubber girdles

and leather.

Kim Christy:

Hi, how are you? My name is

Tami (Kevin) and I just bought my
first Mimics Int, Just a few lines to

let you know that I really enjoyed

your magazine. You are a very

pretty woman and should consider

yourself very lucky. After reading

your magazine I feel more free

about myself and presently looking

for a way to become a full time

girl. I know you have been asked

this many times but how do you

get your face so smooth looking,

and where can I find information

about getting my breasts enlarged

like the girls in your magazine? All

the girls look just so sexy.

I think I should tell you about

myself. My name is Tami and I’m

a TV (still in the closet for right

now). I’m 5’6” and 145 lbs. and

losing. I want to get into some
smaller sizes. I can remember

before letting myself go that I

could get into a 6-7 dress. I prac-

tice getting dressed up as often as

possible but still that’s not enough

I think you might know what I

mean. As I write this letter I’m

wearing my female clothes. I have

dark brown hair with eyes to

match. I’m presently studying real

estate so that when I become a

woman I will have a career. I

really enjoy meeting people like

me. Some day I would love to

meet you, but if our paths don’t

cross I know we can still be, well

sorta like, pen pals. I think maybe
someday I would go all the way
and become a real woman like you

and your friends in the magazine. I

don’t have any pictures right now
but when I get some I will send

you some. Once again thank you
for putting such a real to life

magazine just for people like us. I

hope to hear from you soon.

Love,

Tami

P.S. L.A. is not that far for me to

travel. I would love to go out on
the town with you and your

girlfriends. Keep up the good
work.

Dear Tami,

Good luck with your dress sizes.

I have the same problem myself.

Love,

K.C.

DEAR KAREN: HELLO THERE!

My name is Korbin Paul Kacere,

I’m 32 years old, a Capricorn,

brown hair and eyes. I’ve been

cross dressing since I was 5 and I

like the ad you wrote in Dominant
Females Magazine. I’d really enjoy

contact with YOU. I live in

Oakland just outside San

Francisco. I noticed the ad says

you’re in NYC. But, it also said

you’re a woman of the world and

you have a Southern California

address. I guess if we can’t meet

soon, maybe you would write back

to me, OK? I would love to be
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forced into bondage-TVism, toilet

training. I also like to wear “tight

Gerber baby-vinyl pants next to

my skin. I love the feeling of

nylons, satin, corsets, rubber

girdles and leather. I have had

some exciting experiences before,

but not yet had a mistress who

understands how I feel and who

knows what I need. I often check

through bondage magazines and

fantasize about contact with a

woman and I usually keep my
secret to myself. But I read your

ad and got excited with what you

wrote. I’d like to be bound

helpless in different positions and

have my mouth stuffed and

TAPED SHUT and then BE
humiliated and plugged and

“forced” into different positions.

Also I’d love to be “MADE UP”
by a dominant woman. I’d love

“RUBBER BABY-MAID
SERVICE, ”

dressed and undressed

and STROKED and bound up

again. I love the feeling of

complete helplessness. My father

lives in NYC and possibly I may

be there to visit him soon. So,

maybe we could meet. What do ya

say? 1 have no pictures now but I

am told that I’m a good looking

person and a fine looking female

also. Please write ASAP and we’ll

keep in touch then. OK? If you

say you know what I need! That’s

just what Em starving for, and

you are my “Eantasy Dream Girl”

You can have all of me, heart and

soul, so “help me!”
Mmmmmmmmmhhh! Ouch!

Bye Love,

Korbin

P.S. I’ve been playing electric and

acoustic guitar for 20 years, so I’m

told I can play that thing

good—oooooo! Maybe you’d dig

having that tool. I hope so!

Dear Korbin,

My but what an active libido

you have. I think it’s healthy to be

able to express your needs so fully.

Love,

Your Eantasy Dream Girl

Suzie primps.

Kim,

Love your magazine and try to

get each issue. Would also like to

see it every month. Things 1 like

best—pictures of you and other

glamour girls wearing dresses, all

types, and lingerie, especially nylon

or satin bras, panties, garter belts,

long sheer nylons and high heels.

Second best—letters to the editor

from “girls” like myself. It’s easy

to relate to their stories for some

of us and like to see their pictures.

Have to agree with “Joyce,”

“Michelle” is a doll. Loved her in

her well filled sweater, panties,

pantyhose and heels. She deserves

a better camera. Also liked

Dannette, lovely. This section

needs more space.

Loved the picture of you and the

way you were dressed in your

editorial #22. Need much more of

you dressed like this. Spectacular!

Most articles are interesting

except “Trained by Aunty.”

Gross! Could Linda Lee

recommend nice places to go in

major cities like San Francisco or

Los Angeles such as Lerey or the

“Green Room” you mentioned?

Have no idea of their addresses.

Well Kim, just one “girl’s”

opinions. Eagerly looking forward

to your next issue.

9

Love and kisses,

Suzie

Dear Suzie

Thanks for your suggestion of
more reader-devoted space. I love

reader input. Linda Lee and I will

try to put on our thinking caps

and put together an E.M.I.

Directory.

K.C.

Dear Kim,

Congratulations for such a

beautiful magazine. 1 think it’s a

classy one and in the future will be

top of all the others. Well, let me
say something. I’m interested in all

the good work that your fine

magazine expresses, also 1 would

like to subscribe to your magazine.

Please inform me of what I need

to do, or how much it cost to get

it. Also, 1 would like to establish

contact with your TVs, TSs, and

join a club, those and other

interests, also my dream is to

appear in your magazine.

Hopefully, but first, I want to find

a club to join in and learn more

about the wonderful world of

E.M.I. and if possible form

another group or just have a social

party once a week or a month.

Well, if you can lead me in that

way I sure thank you for your

help—and keep up the good work!

Yours,

Lynn

P.S. I am a TV, 5’6!/2”, brown

hair, brown eyes, 28 years old.

Still in the closet! Thanks.

Dear Lynn,

Thanks so much for speaking

up! Putting an ad in our personal

ad section would be a great way to

start contacting other people in

your area. Thanks for the kind

words.

K.C.

F M /



Linda
Lee’s

Pa^s

W ell, here I am again

after an absence of

an issue. I trust you

noticed? . . .

You may wonder why I didn’t

have anything in #23, and even if

you don’t I’m going to tell you
anyway because I’m sure you’re too

nice a person to try and thump me.

What happened was simple: I ran

out of things to talk about.

As I sat down to think about a

column for #23, 1 realized that,

having finished the story of my
European trip in #22, and having

filled in a little space at the end of

those columns with current events. 1

had exhausted my meager store and

was left with nothing to rely on but

native wit and imagination.

I was in big trouble.

Of course I might have been able

to come up with something
eventually (it’s amazing how well

having Kim twisting my arm works

to clear my head ... an odd

physical connection I’ve never quite

understood . . .) but I was also

extremely pressed for time as

summer is my busiest season of the

year at work and I had a number of

outside projects going on as well.

There was a magician’s sym-

posium in San Francisco, I had a

houseguest (who was there to attend

the Symposium too . . .) and I was

auditioning for a major theatrical

project.

At the moment the Symposium is

history (if you ever get a chance to

see a performer named Jeff

MacBride, don’t miss him . . .), my
former guest is doing magic on a

ship somewhere in the Orient, I

declined (with regret) the part

offered in the major theatrical

project, and it is the quietest time of

year at work.

But I still don’t have anything to

10
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write about!

Well . . . that’s not strictly true.

What would be true to say is that /

haven’t done anything much worth

writing about over the last few

months.

For instance, I haven’t spoken

anywhere this summer. Usually I’m

scheduled for at least two talks be-

cause the National Sex Forum in

San Francisco holds two series of

workshops that each include a panel

on gender. However the first series

was cancelled this summer and the

second panel fell on a day when I

had an important audition (see

above) so I had to miss it.

All in all, it’s been a very quiet

time, “gender wise”.

Luckily I have you!

That is, I have all you readers

who are kind enough to pass along

items of interest, and this column

will come mainly from them.

First of all, I’ve had some good

feedback on the list of mystery

novels with crossdressing or trans-

gender connections published in

F.M.I. #22. In fact it inspired me to

read some of the titles on the list

that I hadn’t encountered before

and generally I’ve found them

enjoyable.

Of course I’m finding that they

vary widely in awareness of the

realities of the TV/TS situation,

though as a general rule, the more

recent books do better on these

concerns than earlier ones which

probably reflects, more than

anything else, the greater body of

accurate resource material available

as background.

(Contrary to many readers’

notions, conscientious writers do

long stretches of library research

before writing even a piece of

fiction, if it touches on areas they

aren’t personally familiar with . . .)

One of the best I’ve hit so far, in

terms of accuracy, is Fletch And
The Widow Bradley by Gregory

MacDonald.

As a long-time mystery reader,

I’d encountered the first “Fletch”

novel (titled simply Fletch . . .)

I’m lucky

to have all

you readers to

pass along

items of
interest.

some years back. It was well done

(in fact I believe it won an Edgar for

its year as best first mystery novel

. . .) but I hadn’t liked the main

character much (yes . . . he’s the

one named “Fletch” . . .) and

hadn’t read any of the others. Well,

not only do I find that Fletch has

mellowed a bit in the time since the

first book (he seems rather less a

bastard in this one . . .) but I find

that MacDonald has done his home-

work very thoroughly. All in all I’d

recommend this one highly.

On the other hand I wasn’t very

impressed by Ellery Queen’s The

Last Woman In His Life. Under-

stand, first of all, that I like Ellery

Queen and have read many of his

novels and short stories—both the

ones with “Ellery Queen” as

detective and the others (among the

latter, I think his four novels with

“Drury Lane”, the retired actor as

detective, are outstanding . . .)

And in terms purely of the

mystery, this book is not badly done

either. However, the part that

touches on cross-dressing has little

to do with the real world as I’ve

observed or experienced it, and one

wonders whether Queen’s informa-

tion didn’t come from some stroll-

ing Martian who happened to be in

the neighborhood.

I got a complaint from one reader

who wondered why I didn’t provide

more information about why the

listed titles had been included “.
. .

like a remark,” he says in his letter

about the (transvestite) butler doing

it.” A fair question . . .

Here’s the fair answer. Part of the

fun of any book, and especially a

mystery is that, if the book is well

written, we as readers don’t know
what’s going to happen next, the

first time we read it.

So it doesn’t seem right to me to

reveal much about the plot of a

mystery. Even the fact that the

books were on a list of titles that

touched on crossdressing or trans-

gender themes meant that, for

instance, I didn’t enjoy Fletch And
The Widow Bradley as much (as a

mystery) as I would have if I were

reading it “cold”. On the other

hand I can justify putting it (as well

as the others) on the list because if I

hadn’t seen it there I probably

wouldn’t have read it at all.

I think by now you see the di-

lemma, though, especially with mys-

tery fiction. I hate books of criti-

cism or commentary on mysteries

which give away the solutions unless

one is warned ahead that it will

happen (some authors and critics

thoughtfully do this) so that I can

avoid spoiling books I haven’t

encountered yet.

So in good conscience 1 couldn’t

go blithely down that list of titles

giving away important plot twists.

With other kinds of books the

question is not quite so touchy since

they rely less on the element of

surprise than does the classic

mystery novel. One can give a

capsule description and still not

spoil the reader’s fun.

With that in mind, 1 want to pre-

sent a short list, kindly supplied by a

reader in California, of books in the

science fiction/fantasy field v/hich

(continued on page 29)
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So many ofya seemed to find ^'Trained by Aunty'' unsatisfactory that we thought we'd try out a
new work for you. Herewith, the excerpted "Winifred not Wilfred."

Winifrednot
Wilfred

When I reached home I found to

my astonishment that my wife had

come back earlier than planned. She

had already found my suitcase filled

with clothers and, worse than that, I

walked straight into her in the hall.

It is impossible to describe the

horror on her face when she caught

sight of me, or to describe the pro-

found sinking feeling that I felt in

my stomach at that moment. We
stood looking at each other, she

unbelieving, I quite unable to move
from shock. It was no use my speak-

ing, offering some explanation. I

just had to wait until she spoke. I

couldn’t imagine what she would

say. I felt utterly ashamed of my-
self, knowing that I had let her

down, and that I had deceived her

about my feelings. She would, I

knew, be thinking these things too.

Slowly her face relaxed a little.

Something seemed to have modified

the obvious horror she had felt on
first seeing me. And then she spoke:

‘So you are a transvestite. I

should have guessed. It’s funny I

once told a girl friend of mine that

you were effeminate, but I never

suspected that you’d actually dress

up as a woman and go out. It’s in-

F.M.I.

Serialized Fiction

Part I

credible.’ She paused for a moment
and I interrupted her.

‘I’m sorry,’ I said. ‘Deeply sorry.

What are you going to do?’

‘What am I going to do? Well, it’s

strange that you should ask that

because I have already had an idea.

I think we have to make the punish-

ment fit the crime—that’s unless

you want me to expose you in your
work.’

Punishment fit the crime. Could
that be escape or was it something
awful?

‘Yes,’ she said. ‘You see I have
been having a little affair on the side

and I rather think you had guessed

that. Well, as you are so fond of

dressing up as a woman I think I can

turn that to advantage. For one
thing my friend is married and can-

not take me to his flat. And staying

in hotels isn’t all that pleasant or

romantic. Now that I have put my
cards on the table and found out

about your idiosyncrasies I see no
reason why he shouldn’t come back
here. And then you can dress up and
act as my personal maid. I think

that would teach you a lesson you’d

never forget.’

It was a cruel way to treat me but

I saw no escape for the one thing I

had to prevent was her going to my
superiors and exposing me. There

was simply nothing I could do.

Meanwhile Wilfred had had a row
with Jennifer who complained that

he had not carried out his duties

properly. Trying to make amends he

had dressed in the maid’s outfit and
very contritely had started to go
about his chores. It was at that mo-
ment that Phoebe had walked into

Jennifer’s flat.

‘Good God,’ she screamed.

‘What the hell’s this object?’

Wilfred could say nothing but

Jennifer came forward. ‘He’s trans-

vestite and I found him putting on
my clothes. So I’ve been getting him
to do chores for me as a maid. I

think he likes that. I meant to tell

you but I thought I’d give him a

break. I thought he might try to cure

himself.’
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‘It’s horrendous,’ said Phoebe.

‘To think that I am married to a

transvestite. It’s humiliating. What-
ever do I do, Jennifer?’

‘If you’ll take my advice you’ll

turn it to your own advantage.

There’s no point in losing your head

and turning him into the street. The
thing is to treat him like a man nor-

mally treats a woman. Let him be

little wifey. Make him do the chores

and treat him rough if he doesn’t. I

think I’ve started him out on the

right lines. He might even be able to

help us both.’

Phoebe was slowly recovering her

composure and beginning to see

what Jennifer was getting at. ‘Yes, I

see what you mean,’ she said. ‘As a

matter of fact the idea rather ap-

peals to me. I think I’d rather like a

man to run about after me.’ And
then after a pause she said; ‘And
what about my sex life?’

‘That depends what you want,’

said Jennifer. ‘No doubt he can

oblige if you like it that way. But

there are other things he can do for

you. Just use him as you think fit,

that’s the real answer.’

Phoebe was getting the idea all

right and she saw that in more ways
than one she had the whip hand.

From now on she had Wilfred exact-

ly where she wanted him and she

could see that Jennifer was right to

suggest that she should take full ad-

vantage of it.

‘Right,’ she said, ‘we’ll start

now.’ She thanked Jennifer and,

telling her she would talk to her

later, she led the way to the flat

downstairs, Wilfred having no alter-

native to follow her without a word.

When they reached the flat he was
ordered to attend to the domestic

chores. ‘When you have got things

shipshape,’ said Phoebe, beginning

to enjoy her power, ‘come up to my
bedroom. There is something I want
you to do for me.’

He had never been keen on cun-

nilingus, but now she could demand
as much as she desired without hav-

ing to undergo the humiliation of

intercourse with him which she

never particularly enjoyed. Now she

could use him to give her the kind of

pleasure she really enjoyed: demand
it whenever and for as long as she

liked!

She was a slightly masculine
woman in appearance, with a good
figure and an especially powerful
pair of thighs. Her hair was short

and gave her a ‘handsome’ look
rather than a pretty one. At school

she had had lesbian inclinations

towards younger girls and had been
punished for them on more than one
occasion. It was this memory that

Wilfred
always found
cunnilingus

distasteful,

perhaps

because he

really longed to

have a cunt

himself.

rankled with her and which helped

to make her feel vindictive towards

Wilfred. She hadn’t been allowed to

be her true self, why should he?

She undressed down to her undies

and when Wilfred came into the

bedroom, still wearing his maid’s

outfit supplied by Jennifer she told

him to lie on his back on the floor.

When he did so she straddled him
and lowered her knickered crotch

onto his face. ‘First,’ she said, ‘I

shall squat on you wearing my
knickers until I am ready for cun-

nilingus. Then you will use your

tongue on my clitoris.’

He made a half-hearted protest

but it was of no avail, and he was in

no position to disagree with her for

she could have turned him into the

street at the drop of a hat. In fact,

he was lucky to survive the dis-

covery of his tranvestism and he

knew that he could henceforth have
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to carry out her bidding however
unpleasant.

She pressed her crotch against his

nose and mouth and then sat there

manicuring her nails for more than
half an hour before she was ready

for cunnilingus. She then got to her

feet, removed her knickers and then

knelt over his face, her vulva close

to his lips. ‘Lick me!’ she ordered

him.

Wilfred had always found cun-

nilingus distasteful, perhaps because

he really longed to have a cunt him-
self. Whatever the reason he now
had the task of pleasing his wife and
he had no choice but to lick the

hairy lips that had been presented to

him. He quickly got the sour taste of
her secretions and was soon titil-

lating the small bud of her clitoris,

thinking of the evening he had spent

with me. Phoebe began to enjoy

herself but she made a mental note

to give him instructions next time so

that he would perform more suc-

cessfully. He would have to be train-

ed in this respect—and in many
others too. It was going to be a lot

of fun, she decided, with a trans-

vestite as a husband. She could do
exactly as she liked with him or

threaten exposure, and doing as she

liked included insisting that he did

all the chores and jobs about the

flat, looking after her clothes, see-

ing to her toilet cleanliness, and giv-

ing her whatever sexual pleasures

she required. It was going to be very

interesting and she would no doubt
think of even more exciting ways of

making the most of the new situa-

tion.

I am not sure whether my situa-

tion was better or worse than Wil-

fred’s, My wife felt no particular

urge to dominate me as Phoebe did,

but on the other hand she had no
scruples about humiliating me. In

one way she had a stronger hold

over me than Phoebe had over Wil-

fred for the simple reason that Wil-

fred did not depend on his work for

an income and could have stopped

working without really feeling it

financially. My wife was cleverer

than Phoebe and she could see the

long-term advantages of having a

transvestite husband. But first she

(continued on page 41)
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DON’T:
can be toxic.

Don ’t eat your hair. Hair dye

X/ze

unquestionable

good taste of Kim

Christy is brought

back by popular

demand.

tkTs
ihm*ls

DON’T: Don’t let your slip show. DO: Do get enough sleep, no one

likes a tired drag.
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DO:
depilatory.

Do invest in

DON’T:
near your tits.

Don 7 let other drag queens with cigarettes get
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DON’T: Don’t talk to

strangers while exposing your upper thigh.

your erogenous zones.

Someone has to!

DO: Do use plenty of base make-up to

cover up what God didn’t.

DO: Do explore

FM I



DON’T: Don ’t wear black rubber at

night. It’s a traffic hazard.

DO:
your face.

Do be careful what you do with

Trmi

DON’T: Don’t let someone steal your earrings right off your head!
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DO Do work with newcomers.
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DON’T: Don’t put off that visit to the dermatologist.
DO: Do have fun with

patterned hose!

DON^Tl Don’t

over-caffeinate.



DON’T: Don ’t be ugly.

fantasies.
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Heather Fontaine and F.M.I.

cordially invite you to .. .

(Bring your own Talcum Powder)

20
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Bring your

galoshes.

and bring

your slickers,

Miss Heather

is throwing

a rubber

Bash!

The dress

formal rubber

and latex

glamour,





**First, all my guests coat their skin in

baby powder. This helps us smoothly

slick the sour-smelling rubber and latex

garments over our bodies, ’’





“/ also find that a tight rubber mask is

a real ice breaker at parties. It raises the

temperature of the body to a boiling

point!”







Linda Lee

(continued from page 11)

have elements that might be

interesting to people concerned with

crossdressing or transgender:

Thomas Berger, Regiment Of
Women: A future novel about a

time when gender roles are

reversed.

Jack L. Chalker, The Identity

Matrix: The male protagonist has

his mind/identity switched into a

female body through an en-

counter with aliens, and then is

faced with trying to save the

Earth from these aliens.

M.A. Foster, The Morphrodite

and The Transformer: A two-

book series with a central

character who “transforms” into

different bodies, with each new
identity being younger and of the

opposite sex than the one before.

David Gerrold, Moonstar
Odyssey: concerns a planet/

culture where people do not have

to settle on one sex until puberty.

Robert Heinlein, / Will Fear No
Evil: A “brain transplant” story

in which a wealthy industrialist’s

brain winds up in the body of his

beautiful secretary.

Tanith Lee, Drinking Sapphire

Wine and Don’t Bite The Sun:

concerns a culture where people

can “commit suicide” and be

rejuvenated looking however

they want and of either sex they

want.

Ursula K. LeGuin, The Left

Hand Of Darkness: set on a

planet where the inhabitants are

androgynous except during

“estrus” when they can choose

their sex.

Justin Leiber, Beyond Rejection:

A future novel in a time when
one’s “mind” can be stored and

imprinted into a “blanked”

brain. A middle-aged man
awakes to find his mind now
housed in the body of an

attractive 31 year-old female

asteroid miner with a “biopros-

thetic prehensile tale”.

Roland Pucetti, The Death Of
The Fuhrer: Hitler’s brain is

transplanted into the body of a

voluptuous woman.

Joanna Russ, The Female Man:

A dimension travel story

primarily concerned with a

parallel world where a literal war

between the sexes is going on.

Thorne Smith, Turnabout: A
humorous story fairly well

known since it was written in

1931 by the author of Topper

(and other light classics). A
husband and wife, in a fit of

pique, wish they could change

places with each other and, to

their astonishment and dismay,

find their wish granted. (Made

into a movie in 1940.)

Hank Stine, Season Of The

Witch: A man is biologically

transformed into a woman as

punishment for rape.

Theodore Sturgeon, Venus Plus

X: A Utopian novel about a

society where everyone is a

hermaphrodite.

My correspondent also included

the two Gore Vidal books Myra
Breckenridge and Myron, and

Phillip Roth’s novel The Breast but

I don’t really feel they belong with

the rest of the titles on the list, being

more “mainstream” than “genre”

novels and only tenuously connect-

ed with science fiction of fantasy as

represented by the others.

Again, some of these titles I was

familiar with and others I hadn’t

heard of.

I’d add also that several of the

novels of Ron Goulart, who writes

amusing science-fictional humor

and satire, some with plots that are

variations on mystery or suspense

themes (often of the “who is the evil

mastermind” sort . . .) routinely

has gender-changed minor char-

acters turn up. Indeed, in one book

he has a character who is a

“switchsexual” and can be either

gender depending on mood.

Perhaps the most common sci-

en:e-fictional plot involving gender
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change is the “brain in a new body”
plot. This makes sense when you

consider that writers are constantly

putting themselves in “new bodies”

as they try to imagine what it is like

to see things through the eyes of

their characters.

What more logical extension of

this than to imagine a character who
is literally seeing things through

someone else’s eyes.

So, thank you to the reader in

California for sharing those titles

with us, and if any of you out there

have additions to either the mystery

or science fiction lists or other

fiction that doesn’t really fit either

category, Td be interested to know.

(Has anyone ever written a western

with a TV or TS slant, I wonder

. . .)

I ought to say that I’m not mainly

concerned with biographies or auto-

biographies as far as a list goes,

since they are usually pretty well-

publicized as far as the nature of the

topic they deal with.

The main idea behind these lists

has been to present titles that people

may have overlooked.

I should add, too, that some of

the books on both lists may no

longer be in print and it could take a

bit of hunting in used book stores to

find them.

You might remember my men-

tioning that I was supposed to be in-

volved in a segment of a talk show

which would turn up on the Playboy

cable television channel. As far as I

know that’s still the exact status of

the situation . . .

The taping has been postponed a

couple of times and my contact with

the production company tells me
they are having some difficulty

putting the show together, but they

still plan to do it.

Unfortunately, the delay meant

that I had to postpone the trip to

Los Angeles which I was looking

forward to, both for the chance to

do the show and the chance to visit

with my family. Hopefully, though,

(continued on page 39)
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F.M.I. ADSFemale Mimics
International
ATTENTION! European mistress well versed in

the art of TVism will conduct trips into your

fantasy world! Specialist in makeup and
discipline training for "Bad Girls" who need a

strict teacher! Write now you naughty
girls! F-174

SAN JOSE MAN, 6'4”, 195 lean lbs., 50 who
enjoys wearing lingerie wants to meet TVs, TSs
or women for mutual sensual pleasures. I

especially like old fashioned underwear. I look

younger and have a very athletic body. All letters

will be answered. Please send photo and phone
number. Discretion assured. F-213

TV, SINGLE, male crossdresser age 41 would

like to meet or correspond with other TVs. Also

would like to meet or correspond with under-

standing women. Write soon, send photo will

answer all with my photo. W. MT. F-214

NJ—PA—NY S/W/M 35 looking for that special

TV-TS who wants to be treated and loved as the

woman you are. Am sincere, open, honest. Let

me make you happy. Must pass. Photo

appreciated. John. F-215

36 YEAR OLD TV would like to hear from other

TVs, especially ones that love to wear 5" or

higher pencil thin spiked high heels and skirts.

F-222 F-223

F-237 F-238

Also would love to hear from women that love

dressing up a male. Very feminine. Will answer
all that write me. Please address me as
Bobbie. F-218

MAN 39 wishes to meet any TS or she-male for

dates and long term relationship. Ages 18-38.
Photo a must. F-220

SEXY TV, 5'6", 130 lbs., SE NC area wishes to

correspond with and meet females, couples, TVs
and TSs interested in TVism, and its variations.

Please be explicit about your interests. Include

photo with first letter. Toni . F-222

I'M WAITING TO COME OUT OF THE CLOSET
with the right TV, TS, or female. Will you help me
have my first "Lesbian love affair." Send photo!
Love, Linda. F-223

HANDSOME MALE, 6’, 180 wants to meet
attractive TSs in San Jose area, for lunch,

.dinner, French, Greek, good times. Photo a
must, will be returned. Sensual and
discreet. F-225

W/M, 40, self-employed. NE Ohio, can travel,

average appearance; wishes to meet feminine

TS/TV as friend, companion; possible sexual

relationship; phone/picture please. F-226

F-174 F-227

F-243

35, BI-TV 5’7", 150 lbs., very passable as

female. Interested in meeting TV, cross-

dressers. Art, painting, photography as hobbies.

Letters, phone, photo please. Reply
immediately. F-227

MALE TV, 28, would like to correspond with

other TVs, TSs share ideas, problems, hopes for

the future, may be able to be close friends. Love
sexy lingerie, cooking, keeping house, and easy
friends. Will answer all who reply. F-228

32 YEAR OLD EUROPEAN MALE, 5'7”, 150
lbs. Photographer living in Ohio. Seeking
attractive FI or TS for dating, dining, discoing,

and possibly long-term relation. Not interested in

pros nairy men in drag, pain, humiliation or

drugs. Looking for a beautiful woman who needs
the attention, affection and the sexual
satisfaction that only a man can provide. Will

travel or host. Will answer all who send photo

and S.A.S.E. Photo appreciated. Jehan. F-229

CAPITAL DISTRICT, ALBANY NEW YORK AREA
and travelers, Bl, white single male, 38, 6', 180
lbs., seeks TVs, TSs, FIs, gays, females,

couples for hot times. I am clean, sincere and
discreet. My interests are unlimited. Phone
number helpful./AII letters answered. F-230

F-232 F-234

F-241 F-242



F-250 F-251F-249

SEATTLE/PORTLAND/PACIFIC NORTHWEST
Single, heretofore heterosexual, white male, 37,
6’1", 155 lbs., good-looking, intelligent, well-

educated, professional, has powerful yen to

meet attractive, super-feminine, young or

young-ish, reasonably intelligent, well-educated
and passable TV for dinners by candlelight,
moonlit walks on sandy beaches, window-
shopping. jazz and classical music, theatre,
films and whatever may happen. I am completely
sincere, non-manipulative, non-exploitative,
neither a voyeur nor a thrill-seeker nor otherwise
a creep. I am honest, sympathetic, sensitive
and, with the right person, affectionate,
generous and sensual. Friendship initially more
important than sex. Race is not a barrier to the
right person. Recent photograph (returnable)
preferred, but not essential. All sincere
responses answered. Please hurry; I’m dying to
meet you! F-231

DOCILE Bl GIRL wishes to meet aggressive bi

girls or very feminine transsexual. Well-hung

husband watches or participates. Gang bang
welcome. Can’t travel, can host. Generous men
& couples also welcome F-233

CUTE Bl TV interested in meeting other TV’s or

TS’s for fun and friendship. I travel a lot and I

love meeting and making new friends. F-234

I’M A 31 -YEAR-OLD MALE who needs a lot of

help to become the woman that I want to be.

Please write and send a photo & phone.' F-235

PA—NJ-NY; S/W/M, 28, tall and slender and
interested in TVism and all it has to offer; must
be a female or bi female only since I am only

hetero transvestite. I am generous, caring &
sensitive; love all a woman has to offer. Answer
all- F-236

CLOSET NOVICE eager to learn. Certain

aspects of transvestism just fascinate me. like

forced dressing, going out in public, and

dressed-up fantasies. Willing to take out good-

looking TV in Phoenix/Mesa area or meet as

females to explore this obsession. Photo

appreciated, Love, Joan. F-237

F-256

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA TV, 40, 5’10”, 150
lbs., green-eyed Libra sign! Large ocean-view
apt. and special rubber and leather wardrobe.
Will answer and meet all. Answer soon! F-238

GOOD-LOOKING, SUBMISSIVE, white male,

21, 6’, 160 lbs. In need of a dominant TV to

enslave me. Am experienced and will take

anything from a TV who will use me for her own
pleasure. Iowa. F-239

UPSTATE NEW YORK (Utica area) 27, novice

TS. I’m tired of living a lie, and want to begin life

as a woman. I seek financial and medical

assistance, as well as firm, gentle guidance,

support, and advice during my transition. I’m

shy, lonely, intelligent, and devoted. I am willing

to relocate, and will gratefully and lovingly serve

anyone, male or female, in any way I possibly

can. I would also like to hear from other TS’s,

and will answer all who write. With love and
hope, Jennifer. F-240

SINGLE WHITE MALE, mid-30’s, desires

attractively passable TV in her 20’s, white,

single, with no dependents, very feminine and
passive, with a deep desire to live as a female.

Live-in relationship only desired. Must be willing

to consider relocating. I am willing to assume
financial responsibility for living expenses and
expenses related to transforming oneself into a

female, in return for mutual sharing and caring,

love and loyalty, of a totally feminine home
companion. All replies with recent full-length

color photograph will be answered. F-241

TV, 24. A CUBAN DELIGHT, looking for TV’s &

TS’s for friendship and exchange of photos and

letters. Susanne. F-242

NEW YORK-LONG ISLAND-wish to correspond

with dominant females to make me your very

feminine pet. I am a 24-yr-old she-male who
wishes help in coming out. Love all arts of female

life. You’ll find me sincere and eager to learn the

female skills to be a lady full-time. Send photo &
phone for quick response; will answer all. See
photo. F-243

W/TV, 30, would like to meet TV’s, TS’s.
FI’s— no men. Love to dress. Need
understanding fern to train & mold me into trans-

person. Travel west coast for right offer. Dream
of being maid/slave to serve as needed in

exchange for lesbian type lover. No pain. Love,

Nora. F-244

CLEVELAND OHIO GREEK COUPLE seeking
super studs with over ten inches, couples, etc.

for evening of fun. We love trains. Have a nice

big set of 44-D’s hot and ready. Hubby very well

built. We can pose to suit. All welcome. We stay

super hot and love mild spankings while in

action. Please—no phonies or shorties. Photo,

phone, BASE strictly a must. Am AC/DC, gals

super welcome. Businessmen and travelers OK.
If you don’t like Greek, don’t answer. Hurry,

don’t miss this piece of tight Greek. Listen to me
moan and squeal. F-245

MAN WISHES TO MEET TV or gay for long term

relationship. Let me make you happy. Ages
20-35, photo a must. New York area. F-246

FRESNO TV single interested in beautiful bi-

females and TV/TSs. I'm into heels, hose and

garter-belts. I love all culture and especially love

watersports and enemas. Are you interested? A
photo and BASE is a must! See photo.

Love Rachael F-247

SEXY BI-TV, 23 years old, 6’1 ”, 170 lbs., very

good looking. I am looking for other TVs to meet
for mutual sensual pleasure. Interests include

hosiery, nighties, corsets, gowns, garters and
photography. Will answer all. Your photo gets

mine. Can travel. I promise you'll be delighted

you wrote. Love Diana. F-248

EXOTIC ORIENTAL SHE-MALE from Bugis St

Singapore. Slim figure, very long hair, 5’9 ”

Seeks discerning gentlemen, couples etc.

Photographs available. F-249

YOUNG MALE (24), 5’9 ", desires

correspondence and meetings with white, ultra-

feminine tranvestite in St. Louis area. Am partial

F-247

F-255 F-258F-254



F-259 F-260 F-262 F-264

F-266 F-267 F-268F-265

to sexy, silky panties and stockings, but enjoy all

exotic lingerie. Must be age ? to 40 and approx,
my size with a nice, plump ass. Also need aid in

becoming cross-dresser. My interests include
French, Greek, and willing to try W/S. Only those
sexy lingerie dressed photos answered. F-250

SENSUOUS BI-TV adores stimulating cor-

respondence and mutually satisfying meetings

with well-endowed, attractive TVs and women,
who share my love of exotic lingerie and the fern

arts. My interests are total feminization, im-

aginative eroticism and active French. Explicit

letter and photo gets immediate reply. Seattle.

Love, Brenda. F-251

MALE 26, 164 lbs. Would like to hear

from cross-dressers, TVs & She-Males. Would
enjoy photo exchange & correspondence with

everyone. I'm new at this, but very willing to

learn. Also hope to find those hard to

get items. F-252

MY DESIRE is to become believable TV. My
wardrobe consists of cloth, leather, rubber. I

love boots, corsets, bras, panties, high-heels,

etc, I need to be a bi-TV that can really satisfy a

woman, TV/TS, or a man, both emotionally and
sexually. As a man I would like to date a TV/TS
and treat her like the wonderful woman she is.

With the right person I can also be very

submissive. I travel the U.S. but mostly

California/Arizona. F-253

TALL, HANDSOME, 27, professional male

looking for that special TS, FI or She-Male. I live

in Southern California, but also travel to both

coasts. I would also enjoy correspondence and
photos from TVs, TSs, FIs, and She-Males. With

love. Greg. F-254

SAN JOSE, 35, 6', Pre-op TS on hormones,

submissive. Into Greek, French, B/D, and mild

S/M. Would like to hear from TVs & TSs in Bay
Area, Especially interested in tall B/M or W/M for

dates and/or sex. I can cook, clean and be an

obedient slave to right master. Hobbies are

writing, dancing, and VCR, Prompt reply to all.

Luv 'N Stuff, Wendy. F-255

ATTRACTIVE FROLICSOME, open minded TV
(early 30s, 5'10", 135 lbs.) seeks new
acquaintances to meet and correspond with. I

love passing as a repectable young lady in public

and indulging in naughty play in private. SE
Penn, area, but some travel F-256

MIAMI FLORIDA TV, 31, 5'8 ", 155 lbs. Would
love to meet other girls— I adore dressing in

pretty panties and would enjoy meeting and
hearing from all interested. I can be dominant to

other girls who need TV training. Will answer all.

Love and kisses, Jan F-257

ROME, ITALY, BI-TV stud 28, extra large

endowed and feminine ass desires to

meet/correspond with ultra feminine FI/TS and
females with beautiful ass. Send me photo. Also

Heather, Sulka, Jennifer, Terri etc. write me
please. See my photo. F-258

PASSIVE TV would like to meet aggressive TVs
or couples in Milwaukee area. Have full

wardrobe need information on how to secure

hormones. Especially talented in receiving

Greek. I'm very sincere and discreet. Please

write, your photo would be returned
promptly. F-259

W/M— BI-TV, 33, would like to correspond with

and meet other TVs, TSs, females and select

males in Cleveland, Ohio area. F-260

HANDSOME BI-MALE, 33, intelligent, educated,

romantic, seeks a cute, young, feminine TV for a

friend, lover, and maybe a wife. If you’re looking

for someone to care about you and share your life,

send a descriptive letter and a recent photo of

yourself. I 'd especially like to meet someone in the

Minneapolis area, but I won't put geographic

limitations on you. Please write today—we re both

searching for each other! I’ll be waiting for

you. F-261

DISCREET, PRIVATE, TALL, and very well-hung

black male seeks white females or couples who
enjoy being fucked in the ass by a very erect

black cock. Those seeking their first experience

with a very big black cock write to: Dexter

Critton, 2037 Amsterdam Avenue, New York, NY
10032. F-262

SE NC, W/M would like to meet females and

pretty TVs. Just coming out and need help and

advice. Photo appreciated but not necessary.

Love, Jennifer. No photo. F-263

MALE, STRICTLY TV. Love all female clothing,

heels to inner and outer clothing plus wigs and

all make-up. Would like to hear from all TVs only.

I am 5'9 ", 128 lbs, size 13-14. Jean. F-264

VERY FEMININE YOUNG TV would like to

correspond and meet with other TVs, TSs and
females interested in boys who like sexy lingerie

and frilly clothes. Live in N. Illinois but will travel

all over U.S. on business. Will answer all with

photos. Britt. F-265

ALLENTOWN, PA, I love to wear dresses with

krinkly petticoats and go out on a date with a

hunkie man and to be loved as a female. F-266

CONN, NY, NJ, TV—fashion and photo model

would like to hear from photogs, attr. TVs,

couples and all refined individuals who are into

our androgynous paraculture for mutually

rewarding correspondence and meetings. F-267

TALL, 5’10 ", 160 lbs, Bl-male wishing contact

with other TVs, Bl-males or females. Need help

in obtaining hormones. Need someone to

change me into a total woman. Hurry I’m waiting

tor your love and understanding. Tammy F-268

ATTENTION! All hot passable TVs and pre/post

op TSs. I am “Dina ” a 21 yr. old slave. My
master commands that you write & submit!! I am
first girl, you will obey my commands as well as

those of my master. Will train & correspond with

all too far away to meet. Photo exchange with

all. F-270

35 YEAR OLD TV would like to meet men in

Northern California for dates. Letters answered

with picture and stamp. F-271



F-270

F-273

F-271 F-272

F-275 F-279 F-280

29 YEAR OLD BUSINESSMAN, 5’ 8 ", 165 lbs.,

blue eyes, brown hair, would like to hear from

TSs, TVs for dating, good times. Will give finan-

cial aid for change, implants, etc. Send photo,

detailed letter. I can travel or pay your fare to Las
Vegas so I can entertain you and treat you like

the woman of my dreams. Chris. F-272

CUTE, SUBMISSIVE TV interested in meeting

dominant people for fun and friendship. Can
relocate for the right person. Please write and
send a photo and phone. Love, Andrea. F-273

Bl CROSS-DRESSER wishing to correspond
with other TVs, TSs. Trade photos, letters, pan-

ties, nylons, garters. Have foot fetish, especially

when toes are in heels and polished, Sned
revealing pfioto and whatever right now and lets

be friends & lovers through the mail. Need hor-

mone and estrogen pills but can't get them
where I'm at. Help me out girls—Please.

Love, Diane in Oklahoma. F-274

CLASSY, FASHIONABLE, very attractive BI-TV

desires to be filmed and photographed as the

seductive tigress I can be. The right man or TV
may experience me in passionate and com-
promising love, provided he is attractive and

possessing the right "equipment" and the right

setting for our "production." New England

Area. Carol. F-275

OHIO—CAN TRAVEL. 33 year old male looking

for feminine TV or TS for meetings, discussions

& who knows? I don't. I'm not sure if I'm straight,

gay, Bl, TV or TS. I would like to talk. I am well

educated, reasonably good looking and nice.

Please write and send photo. F-276

SEXY BI-MALE interested in meeting TVs & TSs.
Interested in talking of marriage. Love all kinds

of clothing and work in a garment plant. All I am
asking is for your truthfullness. I am 34, 5 9",

180 lbs., and into body building. Will answer all

who write. Love. F-277

SWEET 21 YEAR OLD TV would love to hear

from all females and TV/TSs who would enjoy

changing me into a cute little girlfriend. Answer
all who reply. Love, Richelle. F-278

ATTRACTIVE, 42 YEAR OLD TV would love to

meet an attractive mature woman (in the Pitt-

sburgh, PA area) who would personally enjoy

transforming a good looking man into a good
looking, sexy suductive woman. F-279

TRANSSEXUAL LIFEMATE WANTED. Young

sincere computer executive, 26, 5'11 ", 145

lbs., very attractive, masculine but cute, seeks a

young attractive pre/post operation feminine

transsexual 15-25 years young, preferably

nonsmoker, ready to build a lifetime or perma-

nent relationship. If your dream is to be a woman
and a wife, live well, and be happy, make me
happy. Send a letter and photo for photo and

details about me. Answer serious replies from

anywhere. Help relocate. Please, be sincere, I

am. See Photo. Steve. F-280

EXOTIC TEMPTRESS. I am the Amazon you

dream about, live as a woman 24 hrs. a day but

am not yet the total woman I should be. Help me
make my transformation complete. I want you.

Love, Xandria. F-282

NOVICE TV anxious to meet/correspond with

other TV, woman or understanding man. Send

photo, S.A.S.E. with love letter. Boxholder, P.O.

Box 1 07 ,
Palo Alto, CA 94302 . F-283

BI-TV, 30's, 5'9", 1 50 lbs., wants to meet TV's

and women who will help me become the woman
I am. Need help with dressing & makeup. Large

collection of dresses, heels & wigs. Please help

me. I need to come out. Central, PA. Can travel,

Diane. F-284

DESIRABLE YOUNG MODEL. I'm a Pre-op TS
who seeks affluent gentlemen for financial

backing for my complete change. As a friend or

loved one all help is welcomed. Ask for Jean, the

5'9 " beauty and oh so much more. Photographs

available. Send S.A.S.E. for most prompt reply.

Love, Jean. F-285

ATTN.: ATTRACTIVE, fun loving, BLK TV, 28
years old, from S.F. Bay area would love to meet

and correspond with other TV, TS and women of

similar interest, sincere and discreet only.

Please send photo if possible. F-286

CUTE 23-yr-old, Bl, W/M TV seeks photo

exchange and explicit letters detailing your

experiences and fantasies. Explicit photo and
letter gets mine promptly. Also seeks TV in

Baltimore/DC/Annapolis area for fun times in

motel room or your place. Will pose for your

picture from me. Write soon. I'm horny. Luv you
all, Amy. F-287

New Hampshire 26-year-old. Submissive TV
would like to meet dominant TVs and females to

enjoy the pleasures of bondage with. Enjoy
extremely tight bondage and I have all

equipment to control all body movements and
functions. Love to be forced into bi activities

while serving as French maid. Can travel. (Photo
please) F-288

TV-BALTIMORE, DC would like to hear from

TV's. Love lingerie, dressing up and going out,

it's not fun alone. Men over 6'3 " too far—write
anyway, I can never have too many TV friends.

Lynne. F-289

WHITE-MALE—TV Bl and in the closet, straight

wife who wouldn't understand, first ad. I have no

one to share my feelings with. Would love to

correspond with other TV's or TS's,

confidentially or possible meeting for lasting

relationship with TV/TS in my area, approx. 50

miles north of NYC. Love, Joann F-290

NY-LI, 24-yr-old w/pre-op TS desires to meet
handsome generous affluent gentleman who
needs a loving and caring wife in his life. Can
relocate, state interests, enclose photo & phone.

All replies an.swered promptly. F-291

SEXY, FEMININE TV 100% (she-male), looking

for man or couple, can be mistress, maid, wife,

live-in, all-answered, relocate in U.S.A. Fluent in

French, receive Greek, strong desire to be

woman. Need help, make nice live-in. Write

soon. F292
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DEAR DOMINANT LADIES. I want to be a live in

sissy slave-anyone in the U.S. is all right. Come
and take me, enslave me, feminize me to where
there's no way I can pass as male. Into bare
bottom hand spankings, subjugation, petticoat

punishment, nurse training, Dildo's French maid
uniforms. When you're done with my training to

be a real woman. I want to look completely
different. Force change is my turnon. I want hair

down to my lower legs. Give me very big breast
and feminine curves, feminine like fat, cellulite,

etc. Let my looks and will and ways become as
yours. F-281

BI-TV Married and in the closet because of

family commitments. I would love to correspond/

meet with other TVs or TSs to share my fantasy.

I am particularly fond of lingerie, heels and
make-up. If you are in the closet, like I am, peek
out just a little, for some confidential letters or

possible meeting. It’s no fun being alone.

Joann F-293

N.J.— Looking for an understanding and

affectionate person to help my fantasy come
true. Young, hot-blooded, handsome, well built

and endowed W/M, executive, 30, seeks cute,

very feminine, slightly passive TV or TS for

intimate and erotic interludes as friend and lover

(in or out of the closet). Clean, discreet and

travel nationally. Your sincere letter and recent

photo guarantees an immediate reply and same.

Hurry, with love. Jack. F-294

TV, 6'1
", 1 70 lbs. Would like to correspond with

other TSs & TVs. Looking for help in becoming a

woman, would like a sympathetic TS who could

provide me with feminizing hormones. Will you

please write soon? Include phone and photo.

Love, Donna F-295

MN. ATTRACTIVE, slim closet TV, wants to meet
other TV, TS for mutual friendship. Interests

include lite talks, dinner, fun and play. Suggest
photo and phone. Sincere & discreet. F-296

HI, I'M DIANA, I've been a TV for years and I

want to meet other TVs in the Detroit area and
correspond with TVs all over. Also want to meet

men who would like to date a TV and take her
home to bed. Love older gents who want to be
trenched for hours. Females who desire
marriage also encouraged to write. Photo,
phone answer all F-297

30 YEAR OLD WHITE MALE would like to find a
20-30 year old pre or post-op transsexual who
would like to build a permanent relationship. I am
looking for someone who is sincere and caring. I

would help finance surgery and relocation for the

right person. All letters will be answered.
Skip. F-298

NOVICE TV, Wash DC area wishes to meet same
to learn more. First meetings would be to help

with make-up, dress, etc. Am well educated,

imaginative (prof writer) good job, etc. Am Bl and

may marry a male later. For now, let's help each

other enhance our better, fern, selves. Write and

you'll get an answer, exchange of pix and

hopefully we ll meet. F-299

ORIENTAL SHE-MALES TVs, I’m an above
average looking, educated S.W.M. 35 y/o,

seeking friendship and sexual adventure. F-300

BEAUTIFUL SHE-MALE, 26, white, 5’8 ", 145
lbs., shapely figure and gorgeous legs. Wish to

meet TVs, TSs, or males, females, and couples

who enjoy the feminine things in life. Love to

pose for fashion photos. Love white, black, and
oriental. Send S.A.S.E. and photo. Bianca

Michaels F-301

SINGLE, WHITE, MALE TV. Bisexual seeking

generous, tall male to make me into his TV wife

or mistress. Need financial help with living ex-

penses, hormones, wardrobe, etc. Inexperienc-

ed sexually but willing to learn. Hurry and make
this virgin yours. Dawn Lynn. F-302

CHICAGO AREA SENSUOUS TV would love to

meet other TVs & TSs for get togethers. Also

couples & singles, gays & Bis for boy friends.

Age, color or shape is unimportant. Need a girl to

help with my make up & doing my hair. Will

answer all. Only sincere need answer.

Barbara. F-303

EAST CENTRAL INDIANA, 33 yr. old, white, bi-

male, TV would love to meet, correspond, or

have sexy phone conversations with other bi-

male TV, or women who can help me be your

"girl " friend. Can travel to right party. Enclose

photo, phone and explicit letter for quick reply. I

am discreet and sincere. Love, Diana. F-304

ST. LOUIS AREA BLACK MALE, 25, 5'9", 145
lbs. Seek correspondence, photo exchange, and
meetings with feminine, Caucasian TV/FI in St.

Louis area. Must be ? to 42, approx, my size with

a nice, plump ass, preferably living as a woman.
I love my ladies wearing heavy make up and

dressed in bra, panties, garters, stockings and

heels while she loves me with her wet mouth and

warm bottom. Only letters with photos
(preferably explicit) answered. F-305

HANDSOME BISEXUAL MALE seeks attractive

TVs, TSs for sexual fun. Especially enjoy being

dominated, but not necessary. Just want to love

you as a woman. Beautiful couples also

welcome if one or both are dominant. All

answered who send photo. Hurry, I just adore
TVs, she-males, and dominants. Missisippi

area. F-306

CENTRAL INDIANA male crossdresser loves to

wear panties, bras, heels, wigs, etc. Wants to

meet men. Blacks more than welcome. I'm 5'9",

1 40 lbs. and white. Have a nice tight ass and hot

mouth. Please send photo of what I can expect
to receive when we meet. See Photo. Love,

Doris. F-307

PRE-OP, ON HORMONES, believable girl, con-

servative dresser, non-garish professional,

seeks similar TV/TS friends and sympathetic

women, 20's to late 30's for friendship, and in-

nocent sex. No drugs. Photo a must for reply

with SASE. Passables only. Sharon F-308

ATTRACTIVE, INTELLIGENT COUPLE would

like to meet TV or TS. We are in our early 30's

and like to experience this fantasy more and

more, will correspond also. F-309
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GRACE AND CROSSROADS sponsor TV, social

events and (public and private) meetings in

Southeast Michigan. We are a peer support and
social group, not a "swingers' ' club. We are

friendly and as discreet (or open) as you feel you
need to be. Please send business-size SASE for

info and sample newsletter. F-310

Transsexual beauty sought by young WM ex-

ecutive for permanent relationship. Be my lady,

simple or exotic. F-311

HELLO—I'M JUDY. I would like to hear from you

as I am very lonely. I am sincere, honest and lov-

ing. Will exchange photos. Please write me soon

as I will answer all. Those with photos first. Love,

Judy. F-312

DISCREET, GEMINI BLACK MALE (39,

5'1iy2”, 180 lbs.) wishes to establish a

discreet, sexual relationship with a highly

passable TS. You should have a college educa-
tion (4 yrs.) as I do. No drunks, junkies or pros

please! Chicago area. SASE, letter & photo bring

mine. All sincere replies answered. Thank
you. F-313

LOOKING FOR TRANSSEXUAL secretary who
is willing to travel. Will train her. F-314

MALE, 30, TRANVESTITE needs help in cross-

dressing. Wishes to meet/write other TVs or

females in the Oklahoma & surrounding states

area. Discretion absolute. Genuine replies

only. F-315

VERY FEMININE TV 27, wish to meet White

male to build a living long term relationship.

Very willing to relocate with live in situation to

spend all my time as a female. F-317

ATTRACTIVE BI-TV, with nice legs and soft

smooth body, wishes to met TV, TS, and

couples for intimacy and friendship. Have

done lingerie shows for various wholesalers.

Available for video and photo sessions. Send

S.A.S.E. and photo. Love Paula. F-318

ATTRACTIVE, lonely, sincere, bi-male seeks
lovely sensuous pre-op or post-op for a loving

relationship. I’m 35, 5'10", 155 lbs. Chivalry is

my middle name and a together life is my aim.

Be from S.E. PA., N.J., or N.Y. Must send photo,

phone, and love letter. Please be serious, as I

am. Love all. Duke. F-319

SUPER HORNY, chesty 5'3" outdoorsy pre-

operative transsexual. I'm very natural and
attractive and want to meet masculine men
and transvestites who like a very feminine

person. Into exotic clothing also. Send picture

& S.A.S.E. Am bicoastal. F-320

YOUNG BI-TV W/M, closet due to occupation.

Desire correspondence, meetings with TVs,

interested females or couples. Travel Okla.,

Texas & Kansas. Photo requested. Prefer frank

descriptive letter of desires & tastes. Central

Okla. group now forming. Details available.

F-321

DAVENPORT, IOWA TV, 34, 5'10", 165 pounds.
I seek contact with all TVs and TSs in Western
III. and Eastern Iowa. I especially enjoy being

Mistress Connie, but will be friends with all

who are sincere. Photo please, if possible.

Really will answer all. F-322

YOUNG QUEEN, 24— looking for woman and
other TVs for a rendezvous! 1 love dressing up

like a sexy giri. I'm in the closet, discretion

assured. I'm not into men, hairy queens or

pain. If you're attractive “woman” real or

passable, let’s meet! Must send photo! You
might be my first! Love Linda. F-323

COLORADO, 36, W, bi-shemale would like to

get together with other shemales in area.

Single, have own home and can travel Colo,

and close states. No BD or SM, just gentle

love. I do drink and smoke. Looking tor a

possible mate for a long term relationship. All

will be ans. Love Veronica. F-324

TV, 34, wants to correspond with TVs who like

to write about transvestism. Fiction, non-

fiction, porno, serious, novel or poetry; I am
interested in what you are doing. Leigh. F-325

BI-TV wants correspondence with other TVs or

males wishing to date TV for fun and mutual
pleasure. Travel Southwest and Southeast U.S.

All letters with photo answered. F-326

LOVELY 33 TV very feminine desires corre-

spondence and meetings with other TVs who

also pass easily as girls. I love high heels. San

Jose area. Love Gina. F-327

ATTRACTIVE, BI-BLACK MALE, 26, 5'9", seeks

meetings and/or photo exchange with TVs

(25-42) in St. Louis area. Esp. like sucking

sexily dressed TVs to a creamy finish. Greek

virgin, but may be willing under right

conditions. Have many dildo masturbation

photos to exchange. Prefer photo with first

letter. Write to; Raymond Smith, ROB 2172,

East St. Louis, IL 62202. F-328

HI, MY NAME IS CATHY. I am a married Bl TV,

35 yr. old living in Orange Co. I am allergic to

alcohol & the bar scene. Am looking for other

non-drinking TVs. Please write & we can get

together over a cup of coffee. F-329

FEMALE— Bl— LOOKING for big full chested

he/she to meet for dinners, drinks, must be

passable all the time, looks count. Possible

long term relat. 18-35 no heavies, B&D mildly.

NY area. Photo and phone a must. Write soon.

Pepper. F-330

CLOSET NOVICE, eager to learn aspects of

transvestism just fascinate me. I am 22, 5'8

blue eyes. I am waiting to come out of the

closet with right TV, TS, bi-males. I love lace,

high heels & sexy dresses. Discretion assured

& expected. Please write. I will be waiting.

Love, Dawn.

F-331
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NATIONWIDE: Sincere TV who has true desire

to live as my permanent TV slave should reply.

No others seeking money or pic exchange.

Novice welcome. Your change will take place

under my guidance. Cleanliness and willing-

ness is a must. Bi or gay only. You must

relocate at your own expense and really want

to serve a real master as hous’egirl/sex slave.

Details, SASE. F-332

MALE, 31, TV seeks meeting/correspondence

with sexy young TV-TS. I love panties, nylons,

negligees, anything feminine. Interests also

include golden showers, diaper training. Will

answer all. Discretion assured and expected.

Lisa. F-333

I AM SIR MIDIAN, a gorean master — Dina (in

photo) is one of my slaves. All who desire to

serve either by mail or in person, write. We are

sincere and await all your replies. TV & TS
slaves, sluts and whores are welcome. F-334

I AM OVER 21 and want my picture published

in your magazine. 30 year old pre-operative

Oriental beauty seeks men who appreciate hot

lusty times. Have been on hormones for years

and would like to help other queens and tv’s.

Cynthia. F-335

GAY BOY-GIRL in LA seeking lasting friend-

ship & : 'SSible realtionship with right person.

Sena p. please. F-336

VERY FEf- SLIM TV wants to meet other

beautiful T . and females for sensuous
fun.Seepho '

. to meet in Wise., but can

travel surroui ‘es. Sincere and dis-

creet. Photo an ’ eturn with reply. F-337

willing to please my men. Can travel entire

country but prefer West Coast. Hurry.

Cinnamon. F-338

CUTE DENVER MALE seeks help with TV and
possible TS. Education in arts and humanities.

Have done photography. High intelligence.

Love tine conversation, literature, music and
eroticism. Bi, sensuous and much potential to

be the pretty girl that I am. Please be clean,

slim, tasteful. F-339

NEWARK, DE. BI-TV with Bi-wife seeking TV’s,

TS’s, females and couples for 3-somes and
monosomes. Also correspondence and photo
exchange anywhere. F-340

ATTRACTIVE T.V. desires to correspond and
possibly meet with passable T.V. or T.S. Loves
garters, heels, etc. Cniy letters with photos
answered. Suggest phone for quick reply. N.

Calif. Love. F-341

See page 38

for personal ad
order form.

PRE CP TS needs affluent generous gentle-

men to complete my change. Enjoy 1 night or a

lifetime in the arms of this loving affectionate

beauty. College educated, blue eyed, and very

HETERCSEXUAL T.V. and wife would love to

hear from same in the Spokane area of

Washington. No pros or gays please. F-342

CRIENTAL TV. Convincing novice, 28, 5’8”, 140
lbs. Seek young & attractive TVs/TSs for

sensual encounters. Love lingerie, garters,

nylons & heels on both of us. I prefer

intelligent, stable & conscientious lovers.

Please be clean & discreet. Correspondence &
photo exchange welcome. Explicit letter &
photo guarantees reply. Cindy. F-343

INDIANA: FCXY BI-TV 21, 150 lb., blue eyes,
blond hair. Seeking attractive Bi-TV or couples
for correspondence, photo exchange or erotic

interludes. Into B/D, and nylon encased feet.

Love to model lacy lingerie. Can travel Detroit,

Indy, Chicago, Midwest area. Send photo,
phone, SASE for prompt reply. Christy. F-344

ATTENTICN LADIES: Tall, attractive, married
TV, 40, seeking a lesbian relationship with
understanding and sympathetic females.
Enjoy pretty clothes, especially high heels,

stocks, panties & garter belts. Also enjoy light

domination, submission and fantasy play.

Absolute discretion needed & granted. Would
also like to hear from TV’s with same interests.

No pros please. F-345

PRETTY SHE MALE into black-seamed stock-
inged legs, pretty feet, spike high heels, garter

belts, silky underwear, dresses and jewelry.

Seeks same, females, couples, loves to mas-
turbate and suck pretty TV/TS cocks until they
cum! Love, Paula. F-346
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^*F.MJ,s first purpose is to

F-341

be a place where folks like us can meet and talk.

We make new friends here

and maybe find a lover or

two, or just a playmate

but here is where it all

waits for you'\

K.C.

F-346



HOW TO ANSWER A
FEMALE MIMICS
INTERNATIONAL
PERSONAL AD

1. Write your letter and enclose It in an
UNSEALED envelope. If you write more than one
letter, place each letter in a separate envelope
Each of these envelopes should have your
correct address printed on the upper left-hand
corner and a postage stamp must be affixed. If

you wish to have your letter(s) forwarded by
airmail, be sure to use an airmail stamp (or

stamps).

2. Write (in pencil) the Confidential Ad Number of

the person you wish to write to on the lower

right-hand corner of the envelope. We will then
properly address your envelope and mail it for

you.

3. Send Two-Dollars ($2.00) ro the FIRST letter

and One-Dollar ($1 .00) for each ADDITIONAL
letter you wish us to forward for you.

4. Fill out the coupon below and place it—along
with the letter(s) to be forwarded— in a LARGER
envelope. Enclose the proper remittance and
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LEORAM PRODUCTIONS
C/0 FEMALE MIMICS INTERNATIONAL

P.O. BOX 1622
STUDIO CITY, CA 91604

Please make checks and money
orders payable to

LEORAM PRODUCTIONS

FORWARDING FEES: First letter $2.00.
Additional letters $1 .00 ea I enclose

$ which is payment in full for you
forwarding the enclosed _ _ letters.

I hereby certity that I am over eighteen

(1 8) years of age

emale mimics
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ISignature)

List the following ad as:

Female DTransvestite tDMale

My ad should read:

PLEASE CHECK INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE MAILING

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

PERSONAL AD
ORDER FORM

AGE_

SEX_

STATE ZIP_

Couple

MAIL TO:
FEMALE MIMICS INTERNATIONAL
P.O. BOX 1622
STUDIO CITY, CA 91604

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE,

PHOTO RELEASE
i, the undersigned, hereby represent that I am over eighteen (18) years of age and that the photo
enclosed is an actual photo of myself I hereby give FEMALE MIMICS INTERNATIONAL magazine my
consent to publish my photo and advertisement in FEMALE MIMICS INTERNATIONAL magazine

ZIP Date
(Signature)

BRAG6ER. This posing strap pouch lifts and JUNGLE JOE. A form-fitting revealing bikini in a WJJOPPER. Advertise \«hat you’ve got with this

posing strap pouch emblazoned with "Home of the

Whopper.” 1 size. Red/Black. #2500 $10.95

supports in style. Gold Lame, Silver Lame, Black

Velvet. One size fits all. #2510 $10.95

leopard print that’s great for beach, bed or as

underwear. S/M/L. #2390 $10.95

When you got it,

show it!

Please send me the following Bodyware:

PLAYERS. Sensuous “wet-look” Cire

bikini style for a smooth look and

excellent fit. S/M/L. Black/White.

#2310 $9.95

ENHANCER. This Cire and fishnet

brief gives you a shapely fit and

lots of attention. S/M/L.

Black/White. #2315 $6.95

THE TRAP. Gives your best asset

plenty of support while freeing

your backside. S/M/L. Black/White.

#2320 $5.95

SNUGGLER. This European designed

sheer brief gives total support

while it reveals all. S/M/L.

Black/Nude. #2300 $6.95

MAIL TOAMERICAN FULFILLMENT
109 MINNA ST.. STE. 209

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94105

1
Item # Style Color Size Price Quant •

1 Add sales tax and $1.50 p&h. Total $

1
Check DM.O. DVisa MasterCard •

1 # 1

! Name 1

1 AHHrpts
J

{
1

1 State Zip 1



Linda Lee

(continued from page 29)

I’ll talk to the people at the

production company when I go

down for the holidays, and will have

more information to report on this

project next time.

Thinking of television, I noticed

in TV Guide (appropriately enough

. . ,) that the segment of “America

Undercover” dealing with gender is

due this season. This was put

together by Lee Grant productions

and I’ve heard good reports on it.

Still on the subject of the Magic

Box, I ought to mention that I

noticed DR. JEKYLL AND SIS-

TER HYDE on television at some-

thing like two in the morning the

other day. This wouldn’t be terribly

noteworthy except that I don’t

remember seeing it turn up on the

small screen before this, which is

understandable since, although it’s

billed as a horror film, it is actually

the ultimate TV/TS fantasy, dealing

as it does with instant transforma-

tion from male to beautiful female.

The violence aside, it functions

very well as a TV/TS film, with a lot

of sequences serving as parallels to

what many male TVs and TSs go

through, vowing to subdue the

feminine side of themselves and

finding that they cannot do it.

Incidentally, the film was written

by Brian Clemens, and produced by

Albert Fenell and Brian Clemens

whom some of you may remember

as being two of the people behind

THE AVENGERS television series.

I’ve noticed that the character of

Emma Peel (Diana Rigg) in that

series is attractive to a lot of TV/TS
people, myself included. Clemens

seems to have a way of touching a

nerve in this area.

I originally saw DR. JEKYLL
AND SISTER HYDE at a theatre (a

drive-in, which will give you an idea

of the market the U.S. distributors

were aiming for . . .) and reviewed

it for Lee Brewster’s DRAG maga-

zine, which was going at the time. In

fact that review was one of my first

pieces of writing for the TV/TS

subculture.

The two leads in the film, Ralph

Bates and Martine Beswick were

good work on the part of the casting

people, as they resembled each other

enough to make the change seem

plausible. Ms. Beswick has strong

features but is a very beautiful

woman and Ralph Bates has a

rather delicate face but not so

feminine that the change isn’t

significant.

The only part of the transforma-

tion that was hard to “buy” was the

fact that “Sister Hyde’s” hair was

about twice the length of Dr.

Jekyll’s, calling up the image, as I

said in my earlier review, of each

hair being anchored to a little

spring-wound roller . . .

At any rate; if it shows up on your

local station, it’s worth watching.

At the very least, it’s the most

unusual solution ever proposed for

the riddle of Jack The Ripper . . .

A few items across the news desk

As newspeople usually do. I’ll

lead off with a “bad news” story.

Many of you will be aware of the

Ulane case, in which an Eastern

Airlines pilot named Ken Ulane

went through gender reassignment

and came back to work as Karen

Ulane, and was thereupon fired.

Karen Ulane sued Eastern Air-

lines and, on December 28th, 1983,

was awarded a judgement against

Eastern in U.S. District Court.

It was an important decision for

all transsexuals, as it judged that

they were covered under th sex dis-

crimination provisions of title seven

of the Civil Rights act of 1964, even

though previous court rulings have

excluded both transvestites and

homosexuals as people whose

situations do not fall under what

was meant by the word “sex”.

Judge John F. Grady’s opinion

was a heartening one, for he clearly

took his job seriously and did a

considerable amount of learning in

the course of the three-month trial.

As he put it himself in the
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opinion: “Prior to my partici-

pation in this case I would

have had no doubt that the

question of sex was a very

straightforward matter . . .

After hearing the testimony I

find there is no settled defini-

tion in the medical community

as to what we mean by sex.”

So far the question might arise

why this comes under the heading of

bad news. As those who keep up

with such things know, however, a

case as important as this one is not

likely to stop at the District court

level.

The bad news is that Judge

Grady’s decision in the Ulane case

was overturned by the Court of

Appeals a couple of weeks ago.

Whether the case goes farther

depends largely on the resources of

Karen Ulane and the dedication of

her legal team. All transgendered

people can only hope they will carry

the case forward.

The next step is the U.S. Supreme

Court. Traditionally, and this is

certainly the case with the current

court, the judiciary tends to be more

conservative, politically, the higher

one moves. But there’s always a

chance and we can do little else at

this point but keep our fingers

crossed.

In another incident likely to result

in a court battle, the Immigration

and Naturalization Service has

attempted to deny citizenship to

Manuel Castanada because the U.S.

citizen he married is a post-op TS.

In an exceptionally short-sighted

view, the INS policy states that TSs

cannot be considered “women”
because they cannot have children.

To quote their statement “The

concept of woman is fundamentally

tied to the capacity for reproduc-

tion,” an attitude which will surely

come as a nasty shock to those

genetic females who have had hys-

terectomies, tubal ligations, or for

other reasons can’t have children.

I’d be willing to bet that if some

way were suddenly found to enable

TSs to give birth to children (don’t I

FM
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wish! . . .) that the INS would

suddenly find some other criterion

to be “fundamental . .

This story was publicized in

March and I haven’t heard about

any resolution. If anyone out there

has heard further news, I’d be

interested to know what the current

status of the case is.

Before leaving the news I do want

to throw in the one encouraging

item I’ve collected . . .

A group of fashion industry

insiders known as The Fashion

Group (what a clever name . . .)

gave their “Girl of the Year’’ award

to top fashion model Ms. Teri Toye,

who used to be Mr. Toye. It’s nice

to know that people in this country

are following the high-heeled

footsteps of models like Tula and

Amanda Lear, and that there are

some people who are able to view

the whole issue sensibly instead of

feeling threatened by it.

In the last issue in which my
column appeared (#22) I mentioned

meeting Marsha Botzer from Seattle

at the H.B.I.G.D.A. Symposium at

Bordeaux.

I had a letter the other day from

Marsha to let me know that the

work she is doing is growing

rapidly.

To quote from her letter: “We
provide individual and group
counseling for (transsexuals), a

support group, and maintain a

medical referral service as well as a

list of other related service providers

such as lawyers, electrologists, and

make-up consultants. We keep cur-

rent on surgical techniques and stay

in contact with surgeons doing

gender reassignment. In addition,

we do a great deal of public aware-

ness and advocacy and provide in-

formation and education to the pro-

fessional community.’’

She goes on to say “We are in the

process of starting a Spouses and
Significant Others Support Group
since we also counsel family

members. We have two transvestites

who help facilitate a group and

FOR SALE
A complete set of
Female Mimics
International

(see info on this

page)

assist me with counseling in that

area.’’

The name of Marsha’s group is

the Ingersoll Gender Center, Inc.

and their number is (206) 328-3546.

It’s good to know that people in the

Northwest now have this resource

available to them.

Thinking of the Northwest, I have

learned that Metamorphous Press, a

small Oregon publisher of books in

the behavioral sciences is set to

publish, in the near future, a book

titled The Uninvited Dilemma which

deals with transsexuality.

Over the last few weeks I’ve had a

chance to read some of the manu-

script of this book. Its author is Kim
Stuart, and the book seems, so far,

to be a significant advance over

what has been available in the past,

for it tries to view the subject from a

variety of viewpoints.

Rather than narrowing the focus

to see the phenomenon only in terms

of a medical or psychological or

social problem, it tries to encompass

these aspects and many more to give

a rounded picture of what a trans-

gendered person experiences.

Based primarily on seventy-five in

depth interviews with both male-to-

female and female-to-male trans-

sexuals, bolstered by much other

research, the book is different from

both the first person biographies or

the clinically detached scientific

studies which have largely made up

the available “serious” literature on

this very complex subject.

As more information is available

on the book I will certainly pass it

along, and after I finish reading the

manuscript I will do a more

thorough review, probably in the

next F.M.I.

Well, that about covers the news

and just about finishes up the

column this time except for a few

brief thoughts . . .

First, thanks to all who have

ordered the Conversation With

Linda Lee tape. I understand that

the fact that the “album” of photos

is no longer available doesn’t seem

to have changed things much and

orders still trickle in. (I occasionally

wish they would “flood” in, but

that’s expecting too much, I think

. . .)

If you are interested, the one-

hour audio tape of me, talking and

answering the sorts of questions I’m

most frequently asked when I speak,

is available for $9.95 plus $1.00 for

postage and handling (add appli-

cable sales tax in California . . .

(from:

OZMA PRODUCTIONS
P.O. Box 23001

Oakland, California 94623

(Oakland, for those of you from

out of state, is east across the bay

from San Francisco . . .)

If you have any news or

comments, or any additions to the

various book lists, write to me care

of Ozma Productions and the mes-

sage will reach me. If it weren’t for

you kind people who pass informa-

tion along, I would have no column

at times like this, and so I thank you

most sincerely.

Apparently no one out there is

interested in a complete set of

Female Mimics, dating from the

very first issue, at least that’s my
conclusion from the underwhelming

response to the announcement that I

was thinking of selling my own set.

If anyone is interested, for heaven’s

sake write to me!

That’s really it for now. Thank

you for reading and I hope I’ll be

able to talk to you again next time.

Sincerely,



Winifred not Wilfred

(continuedfrom page 13)

v/anted to humiliate me completely

by having me present as her maid-

servant while she had intercourse

with another man. It was unscrupu-

lous in the extreme, but in every

other way she treated me fairly,

even helping me with my clothes.

The night Alan came I was
dressed in simple feminine clothes

and introduced as Jackie’s maid.

‘She does everything for me,’ said

Jackie. ‘She’s an absolute treasure.’

And then after dinner she turned to

me in Alan’s presence and said: ‘I

want you to go up and prepare the

bed for us, Veronica.’

I went to the bedroom and made
things ready, my jealousy now be-

ginning to make itself felt. I knew
that she was going to make me stay

and watch the proceedings and that

was something I dreaded. When
they came up to the room I tried to

suggest that I should leave them but

Alan must have been primed in

some way—perhaps he had ideas of

a threesome for I had seen him look-

ing at me with quite a lot of in-

terest— for he at once said that he

would prefer it if I stayed. ‘I’ve

never had the pleasure of a maid-

servant being present when I’ve

fucked a woman before,’ he

laughed. ‘It should be quite an inter-

esting experience. Please stay and
look after us.’

Alan and my wife Jackie then un-

dressed in front of me. It seemed to

me completely shameless. Couples,

we know, exchange partners, or

even indulge in a threesome, the

husband allowing his wife to be

fucked by the third party, or some-
times it is a woman that joins the

couple and the husband makes love

to her as well as his wife. But it must
be very rarely a man is forced to

watch his wife being fucked by a

man while he takes no part in the

proceedings at all. Even rarer for

that man to be dressed as a woman
while he witnesses the seduction of

his wife.

Jackie flaunted her lovely body
before Alan and he took her in his

arms and held her close, kissing her

luscious mouth as he pressed his

already rampant prick against her.

Pangs of jealousy overwhelmed me,

yet at the same time I cannot deny

that I got a thrill of pleasure from
watching them. Seeing my wife

naked with Alan was extremely

painful for me but it was the kind of

pain that can also be pleasurable.

When he led her to the bed and laid

her on her back before taking his

place at her side and looking down
at her naked inviting body, there

was a moment when I wanted to

rush forward and stop them. But I

soon became fascinated at what was
happening and even aroused by it.

He bent over her and kissed her

mouth as she reached down to

caress his prick. After a brief

manipulation of it, he took his

mouth from her and started to feel

between her thighs which she readily

parted for him. In seconds he was
feeling her slit, parting the lips and
thrusting a finger into it. I think I

was the only man who had ever

done this before Alan. My jealousy

returned but I kept my cool, closely

observing every move he made. It

wasn’t long before he was ready for

her and she for him. I even heard

her murmuring that she wanted him
inside her, murmuring almost plead-

ingly, and he quickly obliged by
mounting her and guiding his prick

between the already wet lips, sinking

the shaft deep inside her. That was
the worst moment for me for I

remembered how warm and exciting

it was to be inside her.

They lay almost still for a while,

his mouth glued to hers before he

began to raise his buttocks and then

thrust into her. She clasped her legs

round his—an action she had never

done with me—and he reached

under her bottom to grip her firmly

as he began his regular thrusting

movements into her vagina.

I was still possessed with jealousy

yet I was beginning to feel strangely

excited by the thought of my wife

submitting to another man and be-

ing seduced by him. It was almost as

if I myself were being violated, and I

began to identify with my wife and
thought of myself as being fucked

by Alan.

He was soon increasing the speed

and power of his thrusts and she was
responding actively by arching her

pelvis to meet them. She also

writhed from side to side, her head

thrown back as was her custom
when she was close to a climax.

while he began to make grunting

sounds of satisfaction as he reached

a point where sheer lust for her body
and for his own fulfillment took
over. And with some final cries of
‘I’m coming, darling’ he seemed to

shudder in a sustained moment of

ecstasy as he ejaculated inside her,

triggering off her climax almost in-

stantaneously.

When they had been lying in each

other’s arms for perhaps a quarter

of an hour I was told by Jackie to

bring a bowl of warm water and to

wash Alan’s cock. It was an appall-

ing humiliation for me to have to do
such a thing but she warned me
when she saw the negative look on

my face that she would take steps to

make me if I didn’t get on with it.

Having no choice I went off, filled a

bowl with warm water and brought

it back to the bedroom. Alan got to

his feet while I placed the bowl on a

chair and then he told me to wash
him. I took his rapidly detumescing

prick in my hands and bathed it in

the hot water, quickly noticing that

he enjoyed the way I took hold of

him and washed him with my
fingers.

‘Why did you object to washing

me?’ he asked, not knowing, of

course, that I was a woman, but

having heard what Jackie had said

about ‘taking steps’ if I didn’t do as

she asked. ‘Don’t you like men, my
dear?’ he asked me.

‘I’ve no objection to men,’ I said,

doing everything to keep up the

masquerade that I was a woman,
‘but I am not so keen on bathing a

man’s prick just after he has had the

pleasure of another woman.’
‘I can understand that,’ he said,

looking at Jackie. And then turning

to me he said: ‘Well if your mistress

has no objection perhaps I’ll do the

same for you one day. I think you’re

rather fetching.’ And with those

words he leaned over the bowl and
kissed me in my lips.

My wife wasn’t really antag-

onistic to my transvestism, at least

not in the way that Phoebe was to

Wilfred’s, but she was still deter-

mined to keep me in my place, see-

ing the advantages of the situation

from her point of view. But when
we were alone she encouraged me to

(continued on page 44)
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' marriage of Coccinetle, who got so

male impersonator—''he'
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reproduce its editorial to illustrate how attitudes have changed since 1963^ 20
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Coccinelle (left) in his-her wedding gown and (right) with hobby

who married him-her. Marriage has since gone down the drain.

As seen

in the

SQUAD
April 1963

issue of .. .

FM I

I
T didn't last more than eight months!

After all that noisy international hullabaloo, the

strange but ballyhooed marriage between Coccinelle—the

world’s most sensational female impersonator—and her

highly confused hubby quicldy fizzled to a pffft.

And how! But it’s not the least bit surprising! For,

no matter from what angle you examined this madly,

mixed-up mating, you eventually had to come to one con-

clusion :

It was WTOngo from the w'ord go, a case of one-way

traffic trying to ride both sides of a two-way street.

It was only last March that the kooky Cocci was, by

act of surgury and act of court, officially transformed into

a woman and ankled out into a sequinned new life as

Jacqueline Dufresnoy.

The official O.K. climaxed a long, squalling, hair-pulling,

finger-nail scratching and loudly publicized struggle that

began when the act that had been Coccinelle’s bread and

butter—playing a dame—first went to his head.

He wanted to play the role full time forever—this walk-

ing advertisement for “His-Her” towels—and after a series

of operations that began in Casablanca in October, 1958,

he—that is, “she”—allegedly had more or less of the

necessary equipment.

But this headlined odd-ball sex stunt took on overtones

of downright perversion when the shapely she who walks

like a he fell madly in love with “its” manager, a try-

anything-once guy named Francis Bonnet.

This off-key pair of mis-matched love birds were hot

to marry—after all. two can live as cheaply as one, espe-

cially if they can share the razor.

But it was quite a job convincing the French authorities

they should sanction this highly-publicized “circus.” Fi-

nally the Paris courts gave in and on March 16, 1962, the

31-yeard-old Coccinelle—oops, pardon—Mademoiselle Jac-

queline Dufresnoy promised to love, honor and obey “her”

blushing bridegroom, four years “her” junior.

Outside the church there were a few shrill cheers, a lot

of boos and—when the happy couple emerged, the bride

suffering a bit from five o clock shadow—instead of throw,

ing rice, the crowd threw a barrage of squashy ripe

tomatoes.

This hostility didn’t dent the newlyweds’ enthusiasm,

for only a few days later they had the colossal nerve

to call a press conference where they simpered and held

hands and announced they planned to remain childless

because doctors had said a child would endanger the

bride’s life!

Of course, everyone knew damn well this doctored-up

semi-sexual sap could never



bear a child, and the press

conference was just another
calculated device to keep the

headline hot.

And all that hoopla apparently

worked. The wrong-way match
wangled bookings all through South
.\merica where curious Latins got

their kicks trying to figure out,

literally, who wore the pants.

Coccinelle of his-her-husboob.

Only the United States had the

guts to slam the door on this

exhibitionist duo to prevent their

putrid perversion from showing up
in the nation’s night spots.

And just as well, too. For the

creature with the artificial hormones
was just aching for trouble. And it

hit in Buenos Aires where “she”
was spotted by a handsome
Paraguayan dancer, Mario Heym,
while cavorting in a backless,

strapless, almost frontless gown
showing off those ample man-made
breasts.

As Coccinelle warbled “her” big

hit number, “Fm looking for a

millionaire,” co-star Mario stood

stupefied in the wings, panting with

lust for this mincing, mixed-up
French pastry.

Coccinelle flipped for the

handsome dancer at first sight—he

melted “her” whiskers, all

right—and “she” gave hubby
Francis the word—get lost.

A storm broke. Coccinelle must
have been delirious with two men
fighting over “her” charms—just

like a real glamour girl. It was a

losing battle for Bonnet.

“Mario,” lisped Coccinelle “is

my dream man ... the one I have

always dreamed of . . . now I know
what love really is. I love him deeply

from the bottom of my heart.”

And this re-landscaped refugee

from the men’s locker room bitterly

confessed that life with Bonnet had
been one spat after another. The
queer, plumed peacock hinted . . .

psst . . . psst . . . that hubby had
failed to satisfy her boudoir
demands.

What a blow for Bonnet’s ego.

But then even the most talented

French lover would have had a hard
time trying to solve Coccinelle’s

bedroom geometry problems.

Having shed Bonnet, Coccinelle

now plans for a triumphant return

to Paris with “her” new 21 -year-old

pet, Mario, but the outraged public

is getting ready to throw something

more damaging than tomatoes.

Paris’ doctors are boiling mad
over the whole freak atmosphere

surrounding Coccinelle’s so-called

transformation. Doctors
say—surgery or no—“It” is still a

male.

The court’s labeling Cocci a

female and giving he-she permission

to marry was granted on false

pretenses, doctors insist, and must

be revoked.

But the many-gendered Cocci-

nelle is so wrapped up with the

passionate Mario, “she” doesn’t

seem worried.

“She” is all embroiled with

divorce arrangements and trying to

make a big star out of Mario, the

beardless-boy who, she titters,

satisfies her wildest “sexual”
dreams.

The whole sex-sick affair

smells— no, stinks— with the

unmistakeable reek of depravity.

And it is high time these publicity-

hungry perverts with their sex-

change surgery were taught a lesson.

With the lights out, they may fool

their mixed-up sack-time sweeties.

But under the blinding spotlight of

public scrutiny, the sordid, twisted

truth will be inevitably revealed.

Winifred not Wilfred

(continued from page 41)

dress as a woman and gave me a

great deal of help with make up and
clothes. It was because she was real-

ly quite sympathetic to what she

called my ‘aberration’ that I told her

about Wilfred and the predicament

he found himself in. Although she

laughed when I told her the whole
story, including his being discovered

by Jennifer, she really did think it

was unfair of her to treat him in

such a way, and for Phoebe herself

to have reacted so strongly to his

transvestism. As a result she sug-

gested that I should invite Wilfred

round to talk about his situation.

Meanwhile Phoebe was taking ex-

treme measures to revenge herself

on Wilfred. At first she was less in-

clined than Jennifer to insist on Wil-

fred taking on the role of a subservi-

ent woman, but within a few days

all her pent-up hatred for men
began to get the better of her and
she spent her whole day thinking of

ways of making Wilfred suffer. She

had complete control over him now
for if he didn’t obey her she would
expose him to his business associates

and to his friends, and even Wilfred

didn’t want to face that, though he

was by no means as dependent on

his career and position as I was.

(continued in next issue)



The rare and hard-to-get issue of “She-Male” starring Kim Christy in the most revealing layout
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PINUP. Underwire bra uplifts, shapes,

reveals. Strikingly sexy: in Red/Black.

moo $18.95

SAVAGE. Leopard print bra & G-String

bikini for that untamed, wild look.

moo $18.95

FLASHER. Nylon bikini with pleats

flashing on an open crotch. So teasing

in Red/Black. miO $11.95

SIZZLER. Open nipple bra & tie-string

bikini is hot and alluring in

Red/Black/Nude. miO $16.95

PEEK-A-BOO. Sheer see-thru Baby

Doll set w/open bra top tempts &

teases. Red/Black/Nude. #2^20 $22.95

Doc’ Johnson Enterprises

now has 21 ways for you
to be daringly sexy:

Let loose! This Eestasy
colleetion satisfies yonr
desire to be different.

Just the look and feel

of them is a sensual
experience.

BABE. It s a sexy panty hose, garter CAN-CAN. Sheer fish-net thigh-high

belt in one that’s bare where it counts.

Black only. #2A0l $8.95

stockings w/hold-up tops make all legs

daringly sexy. Black. #2K2 $7.95

iNTICER. Shorty top,

string bikini, w/lace trim.

Red/Black/Nude. #2200
$13.95

SEDUCTRESS. Sheer

nighty set w/lace & ribbon

trim. Red/Black/Nude.

#2210 $19.95

MISTRESS. Open nipple

top, crotchless brief w/lace

trim. Red/Black/Nude.

#2210 $15.95

FOXY. This G-String bikini of silky

nylon & lace is oh so sexy with open

back. Asst, colors. #2^20 $10.95

BEWITCHED. The ultimate sheer

black seam stockings tor flattering

allure. #2m $7.95

UNVEILED. Crotchless Sheer black

nylon panty hose. Daringly different.

#2m $8.95

CHARMER. Open nipple

bra, crotchless brief w/lace

trim. Red/Black/Nude.

#2220 $9.95

EXPOSE. Black open-mesh

bra & panty shows off every

curve. #2220 $12.95

SULTRY. Satin crotchless

panty w/black lace trim. Red/

Black/Purple. #2220 $7.95

trimmed and sparked

w/delicate lace. Red/Black/

Nude. #2220 $6.95

TEASER. Open split front,

split back panty w/lace. Red/

Black/Nude. #22^0 $4.95

EXOTICA. Lacy adjustable

garter belt with deep V

styling. Red/Black/Nude.

#2245 $12.95

* Item # Style Name Color Quantity Price Total
"

Please send me the following Ecstasy lingerie: (one size tits all)

Name

Address

.

City.
.
State.

Check

|JVIAIL_JO^ ^AN FRANCISCa ^

Zip.

MIO nVisa n MasterCard #
109 MINNA ST., STE, 209

~

Total for merch.

Add sales tax _
$1.50 p&h

total enclosed _

AROUSER. Open crotch

panty w/garter belt, lace

trim. R^d/Black/Purple.

#2250 $13.95

heart G-String trimmed with

delicate lace. #2255 $7.95




